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OCADU Career Launder Prize Terms & Conditions
The OCADU Career Launder Prize is open to OCADU students in good standing who are
graduating in 2023, aged 18 or older, and studying photography, art, and design (or another
creative discipline requiring a portfolio). Format reserves the right to disqualify participants
who do not meet those criteria. If the account is not active in a six-month period, Format
reserves the right to close the account. Offer may not be assigned, exchanged, sold,
transferred or combined with any other discount or offer, or redeemed for cash or other
goods and services. “Lifetime subscription” website offered in the prize is subject to the
same terms and conditions of all Format accounts and is non-transferable. The term
“lifetime subscription” indicates that the recipient will be charged $0/year on their Format
account for the period of time that Format is extant and offering website service. If Format’s
service offer changes, this negates the offer outlined in this prize. Void where prohibited,
taxed or restricted by law. This offer is valid until May 30, 2023 and will be awarded to two
students who qualify through the OCADU Career Launcher Prize.  Format has the unlimited
right to alter, extend, eliminate or discontinue this offer and/or program in its sole discretion.
All of the terms and conditions https://www.format.com/terms_of_service which apply to use
of the Format platform will apply to this program.

As winners of the Format+OCADU Career Launcher Prize, you grant Format, Inc. a
royalty-free, perpetual, transferable, worldwide, irrevocable right and license to reproduce,
publicly display and otherwise utilize your submitted content to advertise, market, and promote
Format. Further, by submitting your images, all agree that Format, Inc. may post his/her/their
name or submitted content on and in any and all media, including future advertising for Format
and/or its websites, without further consideration or compensation. As Winners of the Prize you
grant Format  the same permissions of use of your  images, images of your website and
headshot. You/submitter will receive image credit on any image used. Submission must be
the original work of the entrant and entrant must be the sole owner of the copyright of such
submission.  Anyone who submits an image must have obtained express written consent to
submit any image that contains persons other than entrant or third-party elements not owned by
submitter and, if requested to do so, produce such written consent from appropriate parties in a
form and manner acceptable to Format. Submitter maintains sole copyright of the work.


